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Curious and enthisiatic creative. I am a Graphic Design graduate with a coherent Curious and enthisiatic creative. I am a Graphic Design graduate with a coherent 
understanding of image and art direction. I am accomplished in collaboration and understanding of image and art direction. I am accomplished in collaboration and 
thrive within a team due to  highly competent written and verbal communication skills. thrive within a team due to  highly competent written and verbal communication skills. 
I am passionate and vastly interested by creativity; seeking as much experience as I am passionate and vastly interested by creativity; seeking as much experience as 
possible within the creative industry.possible within the creative industry.

Proffesional summary

Experience MelotoneMelotone
          - Created a visual identity for bristol based band Melotone.  - Created a visual identity for bristol based band Melotone.  
- Responsible for producing promotional content.- Responsible for producing promotional content.

Louisianna, BristolLouisianna, Bristol
          - Confident in a fast paced working environment - Confident in a fast paced working environment 
- The ability to interact and satisfy customers- The ability to interact and satisfy customers
-  Commercial design (menus, logos)-  Commercial design (menus, logos)

@scenesonpaper (free lance)@scenesonpaper (free lance)
          - Creating and selling content - Creating and selling content 
- Networking- Networking
-  Building clientele-  Building clientele

Royalragzz (Internship)Royalragzz (Internship)
          
- Experience on photoshoots (model, assistant)- Experience on photoshoots (model, assistant)
- Professional deadlines- Professional deadlines
-  Steaming and preparing clothes-  Steaming and preparing clothes

Skills PhotoshopPhotoshop
IllustratorIllustrator
InDesignInDesign

PhotographyPhotography
AEAE
PremierPremier

Interests I skateboard as a hobby, this exposes me to fashion, photography and film and have I skateboard as a hobby, this exposes me to fashion, photography and film and have 
enjoyed documenting the scene through these mediums for a number of years. I love enjoyed documenting the scene through these mediums for a number of years. I love 
music and am an avid gig goer in my spare time. Visiting exhibitions and art galleries music and am an avid gig goer in my spare time. Visiting exhibitions and art galleries 
is of great interest to me and i do so whenever i can. I enjoy reading, primarily non is of great interest to me and i do so whenever i can. I enjoy reading, primarily non 
fictional documentations. I play football and have done since an early age; i have been fictional documentations. I play football and have done since an early age; i have been 
able to utilise these experiences in any team based task.able to utilise these experiences in any team based task.

Qualifications 11 GCSEs (B-A) including maths and English.11 GCSEs (B-A) including maths and English.
4 AS Levels all B grade (Economics, Sociology, Media Studies, Business Studies).4 AS Levels all B grade (Economics, Sociology, Media Studies, Business Studies).
UAL Level 3 extended diploma in Art and Design (Distinction)UAL Level 3 extended diploma in Art and Design (Distinction)
BA Hons in Graphic Design from The University Of The West Of EnglandBA Hons in Graphic Design from The University Of The West Of England


